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The principles developed in Section 1 are very general, and although they provide much inerght on what a decompoeition theory must look hke, they cannot by themselves provide one TL claaa of ail view8 of a schema IS just too large a eet upon which to found a productive theory In Section 2, we develop a theory of decomposrtrons based upon the reetriction operator. The framework differa from the tradetional one in that we employ a Boolean algebra of types, rather than a flat set of diejoint ones. In thus regard we have followed the pioneering work of McSkimin and Minker m79] and Beiter [Beit80, Bert84] . Wrth the current rap prochement of database management with knowledge rep reeentation in generai [Kera86, BrMy86] and with logrc programming in general wnk87], such a framework seems to be increasingly relevant. Indeed, reaearchera at MCC have recently proposed an extension to Prolog m whrch such a hierarchy ir central [Aiia86] .
Although vertical decomposition in terms of projections is the dominant mode, there are strong arguments in favor of eetabhahing a systematic theory of horazontal decompo-&tons as weli, defined in terms of restrrckom Indeed, In addition to the desirability of such a theory m its own right, aa argued by Smith a decade ago (Smit78), such decompoartione are central to the data dretribution polrclea of many distributed database management systems The Gamma datafiow DBMS [DGKG86] ia but one recent example which expbcrtly rdentrfiez horrzontal partrtronmg of the database aa central to Its storage organuation In our earlier work [Hegn83, Hegn84] , we attempted to model all decomposition8 ae reetrictlone, arguing that the horizontal mode of decomposition completely aubaumed the vertical While this approach was techmcaily zolid, it did not 8eem to be conceptually satiefactory Thie shortcoming has been rectified here In Section 2, we outlme a unified approach to reztrrctrve decomposition which encompazzee both the horizontal and vertical mode8 The comer&one of the approach 1s to expbcrtly incorporate null values into the framework by extending the hierarchy of types to have particular varietiee of mcomplete information nullz Prolectlon then amount8 to a reetnctron m which certam attributer must carry null value8
In order to convmcingly demon&rate that the framework developed in Sectron 2 1s useful, it 18 important that we demonstrate that it not only recapture8 but also extend8 the tradltronal reaultz In Section 3, we provide two major classes of results in that direction Fir&, we formabze the notion of bldimensional Jam dependency, which generahzee the classical notion by allowing horizontal decompoeitione acro88 types a~ well ae the tradltronal vertical or prolectrve decompositrons It 18 also ehown how such a dependency eupporte the decompoertlon of a echema m a canomcal way. The zecond contrrbutron m Section 3 regarding jom dependenciee generalizes the notion of acycbcrty We demonstrate that several of the more common characterization8 of acyclicity extend to this more general claez of dependency The format of this paper 18 one of an extended abstract Although we have tried to be techmcally precree, for the moet part we have omitted proof8 and and more detarled diecuesions A much more thorough development of many of the results will appear m the forthcommg monograph [Hegn88]; we anticipate that other8 will appear m expanded form m the near future az well 1. Algebraic
Structure of Views and Decomposition
Since our approach to decompoeition 18 an algebrarc one, it II important to begin with a zketch of the bazrc algebrarc principles which underly thie approach Throughout, we azzume a basic fammarrty with those aspects of algebra related to partral orders, lattices, Boolean algebras, and the hke The references [Gr1t78] and [Blrk67] provide detarled elaborations of the appropriate topics. We alzo azeume famharrty with the bazrc ideas and notatron of relational database the ory, such ae preeented in [Maie83] 1.1 Schemata, Views, and Decompositions 1 1.1 Relational schemata and mappings A rclatlonal schema 1s a pair D = (Rel(D),Con(D)) in whrch Ret(D) 1s a set of rclufton names and Con(D) is a ret of constramtz Each relation name R has azeocrated with rt an orrty Anty(R) Relative to a domam D, a databose over D 1s a functron I which amg~ to each R E Rel(D) a relation R' of arrty Anty(R) The set of all databases of D relative to a fixed domain D 1s denoted DB(D) For now, we make no particular azsumptrons regarding the nature of Rel(D) or Con(D), zave that the latter rdentlfy a eubeet of DB(D), termed the legul databases of D and denoted LDB (D) .
Database mappmgz between schemata may be defined m a number of waye, euch az logrcal interpretations uaing the rclafaond cdcdw, or 88 combination8 of relational operators uemg the rclatlonal dgebra Ftegardlese of the method of defimtron, however, a database mapping f . D -+ E define8 an underlying function f' DB(D) + DB(E) on the states of the schemata f 1~ lcgd rf f'(LDB(D)) C LDB(E) If f 18 legal, we let f' LDB(D) + LDB(D) denote the approprrate rertriction of f'.
Views
A VICM of the schema D iz a pair I' = (V,7) in which V iz a database schema (called the VICW schema, and 7 : D which 7' : LDB(D) + V is a legal databaae mapping for 4 LDB(V) 18 rurjective. Two special zchemata are the rdcntrty VICUJ lb(D) whoze underlying mappmg prezervee the state of D rdentmally, and the zero stew I'l(D) which collapses all atatee of D to the zame view state 1.1.3 The decomposition mapping Given a zet V of viewa of D and X = {I'r = (Vl,71),rz = (V2,74, ,I'" = (V,,7,,)} C_ V, define the decompoegt;on fun&on A(X) * LDB(D) + LDB(V1) x LDB(V2) x x LDB(V,) by s I+ (7;(s),7i(s), ,7)n(a)) Beconatructibility rz recaptured by reqmrmg that A(X) be mqectlve, while mdependence iz recaptured by mandating that it be eurjectlve We de5ne X to be a dccomposrtron of D m V precrzely m the case that A(X) ie bllectlve 1.1 Algebraic Formulation of Decomposition
Information content of a view
Inturtmely, the notion of mformatron content of a representa the knowledge about the etate of the base echema D which the view retains The information content of a view 18 recaptured formally via the notion of the kernel of its defining function The ternel of an arbitrary function f A 4 B 18 the equivalence relation 31 = ((2,~) 1 f(z) = f(y)}.
We extend this to views by delning the kernel of the view P = (V, 7) to be the equivalence relation ~,r = {(z, y) 1 7'(z) = r'(y)} We wrote I'1 j Fz just in case ker(I'z) 5 ker(I'r) Two viewe are scmantacdly cquwdent if they have identical kemelz The notation [P] is ured to denote the equivalence class of vlew8 having the came kernel az I', and, if V iz a set of views, [V] 18 used to represent the azzoclated set of equivalence clazaez Modulo this equivalence, we may Identify a view with Its kernel, and furthermore, if we extend the relation 5 to equlvalence clazzez, It defines a partial order (which we alzo denote by 5) on the classes of semantically equivalent view8 Obzerve alzo that the kernel of II-r(D) 1s the Identity relation on LDB(D), which 1s the 5nezt partition on LDB(D), and that the kernel of rl(D) 18 the trivial partition {LDB(D)}, whmh rz the coarzezt.
View join
The jom of two equivalence clazees of views identi5ez a third equivalence class whoee mformatron content iz eezentmily the union of the information contents of the components. More precrzely, the vrew jom operator 1s realized az the supremum of the two azsociated partitions 1.2.4 View meet The meet of two equrvaience classes of views identifies a thrrd equivalence claze whose information content rz effectively the mterzection of the mformatron contenb of the component& It ie tempting to parrot the de5nition of vlew join, eimply replacing %ups with w. However, thie doer not quite recover the notion which we seek, aa the follow@ example illustrates.
Exunple
Lxt D be the echema which haa juet tm unary relation eymbola, R and S, one domain, lrnd the eingle conetraint which etatea that no domain element can be in both relations. The sentence (VZ)(+(I)V+~(~)) formthis constraint. Let rR be the view which rataine jwt the R relation and dimxude S, and let rs be de5ned ax&ogoualy for S. Let (rl,ul) E LDB(Vl), and let (rs,rt . Then (n,6l) Efn (4) ys (0,0) =r; (0,8x 1 E LDB(Va qs (r2,ux j , 130 that inf{ker(rR), ker(rs)} = {LDB@)}, Yet, it ie bar that these two viewe are not independent.
There ie apparently no reeeonable way to define the concept of %ommon information8 for two arbitrary viewe. A8 dluetrated by the above example, the problem which arleee s that the kern& of the views may not commute, eo that the kernel operatom may be compoeed repeatedly to collapee states which should be dietlnguiehed. lb mctm thie, It I neceeeary to directly impoee the additional condition that the kemele commute; that b, that ker(ra) o ker(r3) = ker(rt) o ker(I'& with =o' denoting ordinary relational compoeition In thii case, inf{ker(rl), ker(l?%)) = ker ( While this definition is correct, it 18 not sufficient to define the independence of a eet of three or more view8 ueing only palrwlee independence, ae the following example illuetratee.
1.2.6 Example -the peirwiee independence problem Let D have three unary relation eymbola R, S, and T, the single constraint asserting that any domain element must be m either none of the relations, or else in exactly two of them Thie condition is recaptured by the single sentence (Vz)(T(z) H ((R(z)A~S(Z))V(~?(Z)AS(~))).
Let rR be the view which preserves the instance of R exactly, but discards that of S and T. Define l?s and rT eiml- 
Yet we cannot acaert that the three viewe are independent of one another. Indeed, lf we eet V = {rR,rs,rT,rT(D),rl(D)} and ask whether
[rT]} i a a d ecompoeition, the anawer muet clearly be 'no", aa A(X) cannot be rurjective Indeed, the state of any one of the views I completely determmed by that of the other two In fact, any two element mbaet of X forme a decomposition which cannot be further refined. The proper check on a candidate eet for decomposition mart therefore be that, upon partitioning X into two daeeee and computing the join of each, the meet ia still [l?l(D)]. A V&r]
X.2.8 The appropriate elgebreic l tructure Propoeitlone 1 2 3 and 1 2.7 eusntially rtate that each decomposition X of D b the eet of atoma of a Boolean algebra, using the join and meet operations juet de5ned. However, our goal ie not to identify such decompoaitlona directly, but rather to extract them from a larger, albeit lese well-behaved framework. On the one hand, the preeence of join and meet op eratOn etrongly suggest that a lattice-like framework ie an appropriate one. On the other hand, the obeervatione made in 1.2.5 make it clear that to expect all meets to exist ia to be mically restrictive. Rather, the appropriate eetting ie a bounded weak partid lattice. Brie5y, a bounded weak partid hMica b a quirtuple L = (& V,A,T,I) which looks exactly like a bounded lattice, except that the join "v, and meat operatione =A* are parfsd functione L x L + L, rather than total onee. We refer the reader to IHagn88] or [GrSt78, p. 41) for the tech&al detalle, which are eimple conceptually but too lengthy to completely expreee here. The adjective bounded eimply meane that T in the greateet element and I the lea&. The particular bounded weak partial lattice into which equivalence claaeee of view0 embed is CPert(S), whoee underlyll aet CPart(S) b the set of all partitions on the eet S. Join is juet eupremum, and meet u defined only for commuting partitione, in which caee it is the compoeltlon For more detaib on thie structure, coneult (Ore421 1.3.9 Adequate set.8 of views Although it is not practical to expect all meete to be dined in a set V of views to be umd ae a baele for decomposition, it b quite reaeonable to expect all joins to be represented. The reason ia quite eimple. If X = {I'l,ra, ..,l?,} ir a decompoeitlon, we should be able to combme two of the views, say I'1 and II2, into a elngle view r and regard {r,r8,. ,r,) to be another perfectly acceptable, albeit leee reined, decompoeltlon of D Thb motivates the following definition A eet of views V of D ia termed adequate d it eatu5ee the following three conditions. The af ome of such a Boolean eubdgebra rdcntlfv exactly (the remantcc cquavdcncc claascs of) those UCWE compneang the decomposctaon. (By a full Boolean subdgcbra of Lat([V]), we mean one vhach hae the dame top T and bottom I 01 Lat([Y))). In fhd caee, the components of the dcwmpoahon are eractly the atoms of the Boolean dgcbra. 0
The ordering of decompositions
Decompoation X in more refined than decomposition Y if the semantic equivalence claw of every view of Y b expressible ae the join of come of the semantic equivalence classes of views of X We write Y 5 X to denote this fact. Clearly, thie condltlon 111 equivalent to stating that the Boolean algebra generated by Y is a subalgebra of that generated by X A decompoation X ie mammal if Y 5 X impllee that [Y] = [Xl, and 1s u&mate if X 5 Y for all decompo8ltions Y.
Corollary
The schema D hae an ulttmatc dccom- 
Example -A problem with very general view deflnitionr
One question which may be reaeonably asked IS whether any inltml reetnctron ehould be placed upon the base eat of viewr 'V, or whether any view definable by fir&order means should be allowed. The followmg example, which ie cloeely related to 1.2 5, rhowr that the class of ail viewe ro too general Let D have exactly two unary relation symbols R and S, with no constramte whatsoever. Let I's be the view which preserves the state of R exactly, but drecards that of S Define l?s simllarly Now clearly, if we set V = (l?n,I'S,I'v(D),l'l(D)}, then X = {l?n,rs} forms an ultimate decomposition of D. However, let UB now define one additional view, &, with the smgle unary relation symbol T, defined by the formula
This view is added to V It is easy to see that any of the three seta {I'n,rs}, {I'n, I?=}, and {I's, I'=) form maximal decompositions of D, yet cannot be further refined. Thus, by adding a 4trange view to an extremely simple achema, we lose the ability to factor mto an ultimate decompoeition. Therefore, in thb work we examme a very special class of views, namely thoee defined by proiection, for which this type of behavior may be controlled
Discns~ion of Previous Work
Work on the algebraic aspects of partition8 the partitions on a set predates any computer science; the comprehensive treatise is [Ore421 The idea of utriiring the order-theoretic aspects of the kernels. of views was first forwarded by Bancllhon and Spyratoe [BaSpOla,BaSp8lb] In particular, they were the first to define view independence in terms of kernels which induce euaectivity of the decomposition mapping. However, they did not recognire the bigger picture into which such kernels fit, and 80 were unable to formulate decompoeltlons themselves aa algebraic objects (Boolean algebras) embedded wlthm a larger object (the partial lattice of views).
It 1s mtereetmg to note that in the more specilc arena of decompoertron usmg join dependencies, the notion of mdependence of schemata haa had a long evolution. In the earbeat formulations, such ae [F&377] and [VardSZ], independence was characterired by simple join consietency or its appropriate generalization. In other words, it was taken an a starting pomt that inter-view constraints ensuring join conslstency be allowed Later, it was realized that the enforce ment of such conetralntr effectively prohibits independent view update, and eo the leu rtrict notion of weak instance satisfaction was proposed [GrYa84] . In this case, the rtate of each view had to be consistent with the state of some baee state, but the same base state need not work for all. How ever, thle approach, whrch avoided null valuea, posed some problems M weiL Recently, Chan and hfendelson [ChMe87] proposed a notion of independence which explicitly identifies the independence formulation of Bancilhon and Spyratos as the starting point. In adopting thnr perepectrve, they acknowledge that nulls are a necessary component of independent decompoeltlons mto projectionr with join reconstruction In short, the specific case formulation has evolved to that which IS euggeeted by the generai framework In the next sectlon, we shall formulate an algebraic base for mampulatmg such nulls within this general framework 2. The Structure of Restrict-Project Views
In this section, we develop the ape&l proper&a of views deined by combinationr of rertriction and projection A key feature of our development ir that projection may be viewed m an extended form of reetrictlon in an approprlately constructed framework. Therefore, the concepts are 5mt developed for reetrictfve view8 only, and then extend to a combined reetrlct and project framework. For the sake of rimplicity, we work excludvely within the framework of single relation echemata, although there le nothing easentiai about thin aeeumption, and meet of the reeultr presented here may be expanded to a multirelational framework, at the expense of a more complicated notation.
Restrictive Views
In traditional database theory, the rertnct operator, apphed to a relation, eelectr only thoee tuplec satiefying a certain condition. Upon accepting this deinltion, the immediate question becomee one of defining exactly how the restriction conditiona are defined. In thir work, the only reetrictione ailouud are thoee which reetrictr the membem of a column to lie in a particular domain. To have ruch a definition be nontrivial, it L nectary to formalhe the cnteroctton of domams Thir ir accompli&d by aseigning to the domains the structure of a Boolean algebra. The definition of type algebra presented here diffen from that which we at&red in earber work [Hegn88, Hegn84] only in that all domaine are taken to be finite. In thix latter reepect we foiiow the approach of Reiter [Reit84].
Xl.1
Definition A type dgcbra ia a triple 7 = (T,K,A),
where: (a) T b a lnite ret of unary predicate eymboie, caiied the tgpsr, which form a Boolean algebra under the logical operatione of dlejunction (v), conjunction (A), and negation (1) The great& element of thb algebra la the umvemally true predicate T, while the least element b the unlvemaiiy false predicate 1. The ufomac tgpcr are precieely the atoms of this Boolean algebra. t b) K la a 5nite xet of con&ant symbols, tailed the namer c) A la a xet of eentencee in the fir&order language with equailty whoee relation qmbole are thoee of T, and whose constant symbol are those of K The axioms are strong enough to determine, for each k E K and r E T, whether or not r(k) b true. The axioma also define a domatn closure condition for each r E T which specitler that the constants of type t are the only objects of that type.
For u E K, the baee type of o la the least type r E T such that A c r(o), and le denoted BaseType( More generally, for any type u, we say that say that u is of type u rf A c v(o). Clearly, this is the case iff BaseType I u.
1.1.1 Databare rchemata and inrtancea A relatronal rchcma D = (Rel(D),Con(D)) over T = (T,K,A) haa the property that Con(D) is a set of 5rat-order sentences m the language including precisely the symbols of Rel(D) and '7, plue equabty We always aesume that Con(D) c A A baers for Con(D) II any set C with CUA k Con(D). The collection of all relational schemata over 7 ia denoted Sch(T)
In this work, we aiwayx amume that Rel(D) contams exactly one relation symbol R, whose arity is denoted by n We further aseume that the columns of R are denoted by an attribute set U = {Al,Aa,. , the tth column A,,}, with A, associated with Databases are tahen over the domain D = K. In effect, since we have postulated domain closure in 7, we may regard all tuples of relations to be comprised of constant names from K Note that since K is a 5mte set, all database8 will be inite. Thii assumption has the advantage of completely putting aside any ditlkult model theoretic questlonr, such as whether or not views are firat-order axiomatuable. On the other hand, it also puts aside many Interestmg and deep question8 in the database and model theory. At the expense of some added machinery, meet of the result8 presented here may be extended into a framework allowlng in5note databases, but we do not pursue such issues here. For a development of some of the islluer and problems with in5nite domains, see [k&82].
2.1.3

Modelling restrictlone
To formalire the notion of a database mapping defined by restriction, we begin with a definition at the level of tnplee. A simple n-type over 7 b an n-tuple t = (rr, ~1, ..,m) such that each r, E T {TV}. The collection of all rlmple n-typea k denoted Simple 7, n). The \ coiiectlon of all setr of n-tapies of element8 of K is the powerset P(K"). The restrictson aaroetatcd ath t is the function p(t) P(K") -+ P(K") given by (X) )--) {(a,zl,..,zn) E x ] 2, 18 of type r,, 1 5 a < n}.
A compound n-type ouer T is a (possibly empty) set s = (hh,..,8k } of simple n-types. The set of all compound u-types over 7 ir denoted by Compound( T, n). The rcstrrckon associated with S is denoted by p(S) and is given on element8 by X I+ U' &J(X).
In other words, for a compound restriction, wk%mply take the union of the comprurmg simple rastrictlons. It ls convenient to represent ouch restriction8 by their underlying components using a summ% tlon notation; we will often express the compound n-tuple S as ~~=, ~(8,) when we wish to emphaalse that it ia repro sentmg a restriction, and will even write p(S) = ?l although it muat be remembered that the right-;=I p(s,), and ride IS a generally nonunique repnrrnfohon of of the reetriction, and more formally denote8 a compound n-type. The set of aii such repreeentationr is denoted Restr(T,n).
If T={t t 1, p ,.., t-} E Compound(f,n) alao, then the sum P(S) + P(T) t given by cf=, ~(4 + ~~zl PM The co* porltton P(S) 0 P(T) b given by cfxl ~~sl ~(4 0 p(b).
Baeie oP a restriction
It ie convenient to be able to represent a restriction in terms of its primitive components. A simple n-type t = (21, ra, .., r") is olotmc if each r, is an atomic type Atomic( 7, n) denotes the let of all atomic simple types. The bone of a simple n-type 8 = (ut,us, ..,u,,) 1s { (rl, rl, . , r,,) E Atomic( 7, n) ] r, < 0,). The basis of a compound n-type S is the union of the bases of its constltuents, and b denoted Basis(S). A compound n-type S is pnm;tcuc if each 8 c S ie atomic. We denote the ciao of aii ~~IIuKIvH~~)O) Wmitivef,T .n& Aa Primitive(-T, n) ia just the set of all rub&s of&umlwT,q', ~P&a&radm'Jk the structure of a Boolean algebra under union, intemectlon, and set complement. We call this algebra the pnmitiue restrtctaon dgebra The importance of this algebra relative to the behavior of projection8 is captured by the following proposition.
Propodtion
The following conditaone are eqtnualent (I) Basis(T) G Basis(S).
(11) 0'2 E PW)MTbN C P(W)). (111) ker(p(S)) E ker(p(T)) •I Two compound n-types S and T are bwe eguwdent If they have the same basis We write p(S) 2. p(T) to de note this, and write [S] . or [p(S)]. to denote the associated equivalence class The set of all compound types module thb equivalence is denoted [Restr(T, n)]. When we wish to emphastre that these element8 are over the database schema D, we will write [Restr( 7, D)]. instead In view of the above proposition each each equivalence class is represented by a unique primitive n-type. Since we know that Primitlve( 7, n) admits the rtructr re of a Boolean algebra under the rettheoretic operations, thll result essentially tells us that we may lndlfferently characterire the behavior of projection8 m two distinct ways, either as the size of the kernel, or else as the sise of the image. We furthermore have the followmg representations.
Propoeitioa
Let S and T be compound n-types Then, w&n the Boolean dgebra [Restr(T,n)]., the follovnng hold.
(4 P(S) v P(T) = 4s) + P(T). (b) P(S) A P(T) = P(S) 0 P(T). u 3.1.7 Equivalence clueee A second equivalence relations arises when we consider the constraints on D In thii case, we only work with legal rtatee, so restriction8 are regarded as mapping8 LDB(D) 4 I)B(D). Thii equivalence relation b denoted Et, and ie termed the remantrc equauolenee on Restr(T, D) The 8et of all such equivalence classes is denoted (Restr( T , D)]t This notation II also applied to individual member8 S E Compound(T,D); IS]. or denote8 the syntactic equivaience class of S, and I p(S)]. S]t or [P(S)]t denote8 its remantlc equivalence class Since zt is de5ned using the same functions, but on a smaller domain than %., it ia clear that 3. C zt, l.c., syntactic equivalence ia a re5nement of semantic equivalence.
The view aeeociated with a reetriction
Let us de5ne the sutycctrficutson of a function f : A + B to be the function {: A -+ f(A). In other words, we mahe the function surjective by restricting its range. To regard a reetriction p : LDB(D) + DB(D) as the underlying map ping of a view, we need to mrjectify it. Thus, the view r, = (V,,7,) associated with p must have 7: = fi The =only" problem that we have with this approach is that the view schema V, must be axlomatired in such a way that LDB(V,) = p(LDB(D)). Unfortunately, this 1a a very nasty problem in general, and example8 exist for which p(LDB(D)) ir not axiomatirable by 5rst order means We have avoided this problem by 5xing the underlying domain D to be Inlte Since p(LDB(D)) is a 5dte set, it is clearly axiomatirable Actually, in any view participating in a decomposition, the axlomatiration of rtatee will be 5mt order, even with infinite domains. [Vard82] contain8 a further discussion of this issue At any rate, rmth thu underrtanhng, we ddl ramply tdentr/y remaenonr wtYnVhm 7amdt&d*e~w, wad fprctp anu formd trandataon between fhc two. 
p(S)]t V [p(T)]t = [p(S + T)]t, for CUZY S,T E Restr(T,D) FmoF
OuTLlNE Since each equivalence clam of [Restr( 7, D)]t is immediately identi5able with the kernel of any representative, and since the identity and zero function8 are represented, it inherit8 the rtructure of a bounded weak partial lattice from CPart(LDB(D)) Thus, ail we need estabhsh 1s the JOT characterlratlon However, it is easy to see that first restrlctmg two restrictions to LDB(D) and then taking the supremum of the resulting kernels is identical m result to first taking the supremum as restrictions, from which the characterlration UI immediate 0
Extension to Include Projection
Our strategy m modellmg the projection operator is to employ the framework developed m 2 1 by regarding projection as a special form of restnctlon. To utihre proJections while retammg the notion of Independence of view independence in decomposltlons requires that we allow the presence of incomplete mformatlon nulls to "fiil in the differences". We start by modellmg null values as distinguished constant symbols m the underlying type algebra 7.
Definition
Let 7 = (T,K, A) be a type algebra The ossoerafcd null augmented algebra of 7, denoted Aug ( 7) There 1s one class of nonatomic types of Aug (7) which are particularly Important. For any type r of 7, we let "i= ~V(V,<" 1,) ? is called the null complciton of T.
Also, smce we shall now use the symbol T to denote the universal type of Aug(T), the symbol TP will be used to denote the universal element of 7 2.2.2 Subsumption of augmented tnpies -the ra mantles of nulls Nulls are not pat constant symbols, free to be Interpreted m any way Rather, they possess a very special semantics, which we now describe. Let a = (al, ap, , a") and b = (bl,bz, , b,) be instance n-tuples over the type algebra Aug (7) We say that a subsumes b (written b 5 a) if, for each t, 1 5 a 5 n, exactly one of the following condltlons holds (I) aa = b,, (II) For some rl,52 E T, b, = I+, and a, 1s. of type 71 and (III) For some '~1,~s E T, a, = urI, b, = vr,, and 51 I ~2. This concept of ordering tupies under null subsumption 18 slmllar to that given by Blekup [Blak81] , extended to include the type hierarchy A tuple a IS complete if It is subsumed by no other tuple than itself Two sets X and Y of n-tuples are null-equtualcnt If each z E X IS subsumed by some y E Y, and conversely X IS null-complete d for any Y which IS null-equivalent to X, we have Y C X Similarly, X is null-mrnamal if for any Y which IS null-equivalent to X, we have X c Y. For any set X of Instance n-tuplee there is a unique null-complete set, denoted by 2 and termed the null eomplettonof X (obtained by adding to X all n-tuplee subsumed by existing members of X), and a unique null-mmlmal set, denoted 2 (which is "btamed by deletmg from X all n-tuples which are subsumed by other tuplee). X is cnformutaon complete If f consists entirely of complete tupies.
One model for a null type V, occurrmg in an instance tupie is that the value for that position is not epecified in that tuple For example, in the tuple (a, b, v,) , the value of the third entry is not specified, but is only restncted to be of type r. Thus, such a tuple may be viewed as representing the formula V{R(a, b, z) 1 A I= r(z)). If a tuple such as (a, b, c) is present m the relation also, with A c r(c), then (a, b, Y,) 111 subsumed by it, and so carries no further information However, this is only an interpretation of the formal model, there is no explicit use of incomplete information or multipleliteral clauses within this approach.
Conceptr behind representation
of projection Before presenting the formalities, we briefly motivate the underpinnings of our representation of projection with a simple example. Let D have just a single ternary relation symbol R, with the usual attribute notation we write R[ABCJ Aseume further that the underlying algebra 7 has Just one atomic type 2, and all three columns take their non-null values from that type. Comuder the problem of representing the AB projection as a restriction. Rather than drop the C column entirely, as one would normally do, we retain this column but replace ali values with nulls Thus, we would hke the mapping to look something bke (u, b, c) c) (a, b, VT) Now d the databaee is null complete, then a simple restriction represented by a Stype of the form r(A.B) = (TD,T~,~T) will represent thii projection. This is precisely why we have formulated the notion of null-completeness. We must always be sure to enforce nuii completeness when requiring a proper semantic interpretation. Therefore, unlerr ezphcrtly rtated to the contrary, the legal dater of D wtll dtoaya be aerumed to be null-complete. Of course, this is only a modelling convention; an actual implementation would likely work with nullminimal states and compute the necessary nulls, as needed, from the subumptlon conditions.
Concepts behind restrict-project
mapping8 Conceptually, in a restrict-project mappmg, we first apply a restriction operator, and then a projection. Let us continue with the example of the previous paragraph, but aesume that 7 now admits at least three distinct types (21, q, 72) We want to first restrict A to rl, B to 22, and C to ra, thii is succinctly represented by the restriction P:, with t = (r,,r+~,rs). Next, we want to project as per the previous example with r (B) followed by a sum of some of the tuples from {tl, t2, ts, td}. It is easy to see that we can model this situation by replacing r(M) with (~1, rg, L,~), and foilow It with one of the null filters.
2.2.5
Formalixation of restrict-project mapping8 Because Aug (7) is a type algebra, all of the results of 2 1 apply with 7 replaced by Aug (7).
However, this framework is too big m that it contains semantically meaningless restrict-project mappings. Thus, we must identify the appropriate constraints, motivated by the above examples In the following, we 6x a type algebra 7 and a database schema D over Aug(T)
The prqecttue typer of Aug(7) are those members of the set II(T) = {hr 1 r E T} u {Tp}. The restnettue types of Aug(7) are defined by the set P(7) = (9 1 r E T} A redtnet-prolect type (or * p-type is either a restrictive type or a projective type A sample p n-type (reap rrmple r n-type) aa a simple n-type u =(w,v2, , v,) ouer Aug (7) unth the property lhat each u, $8 a redtr~cttvc type (reap. prolechve type). A simple s p mupping II a composition f of the form $0~ in which $11 a simple prolective type and v is a simple restrictive type For X ,C U and t = (n,r2, .,m) E Simple(T,n), we will often use the notation x(X)&) to denote the aimple v p mapping whose restrictrve component is (c,?&. r; 1 . nent of this mapping is (yr, ya, .
The projective compo-,y,, , with y, = T. if A, E X and y, = Lo, otherwise. A compound rp n-type ie a set of cnmple v p-types. Given a compound I p n-type S, the rertnetprolect mappmg (or w pmapplng) aaaociated with S ie just the restriction associated with S (in the sense of 2 l.S), and IS denoted p(S) also Representationa are defined as in 2 1.8 as well, with the set of all representatious of restrrct-projectfilter mappings denoted RestrProj(7, n observe that RestrProj(T,n) C Restr( 2 . It Is important to ug(T),n), but that mcluslon 1s in general proper. For a databaae achema D over Aug( T), RestrProj(7, D) ie defined anaiogouely 2.2.8 Extended schemata and their views An czfended dafabaae rehema D over 7 is a database achema over Aug (7) with the property that each member of LOB(D) is null-complete On such a schema, the equivaience classes on RestrProj (7,D) induced by the relation Et (as defined on Restr(Aug( 7), D)), are denoted [RestrProj( 7, D)]t. Ae explained in 2 18, we shall regard such project-restrict map pings as views on D. PROOF 0UTLXNE: The proof proceeds almort as in 2 1.10. The only additional item neceeaary ie to verify that the sum of two x pmappings is a x pmapping, but thii follows immediately from the definition. 0
Characterization of Decompoeition
Generalired Projective Decomposition
In the traditional theory, projective decompositions are governed by join dependencies. In thir section, we generalire the notion of join dependency to recapture both vertical and horrrontal decomposition.
3.1.1 Definition -bidirectional join dependencies Let t be a positive integer, let X = Y {&x2,..,xk)
with each X, E P(U), and let T = fl,to ,.., tk,t} E Slmple(7, a), with t, = (Q,T,~, Jsk) and t = (rr, h,. ,m). We wish to characterize the constrainta neceeaary to enaure a prolectcue deeomporatton governed by the foilowing rule e r(X) 0 P(b) Q 4X) 0 PM ttl The symbol %P denotes that the view defined by the left-hand side ls suflicient to determine that of the righthand side, so that the latter need not be explicitly stored. Rather, it may be computed ae needed. If X = U and t = (To,To,. , To), then the above reduces to a decompositlon of the entire database If each t, = (Te, TV, , To) ae we& then this reduces to specifying an ordmary jam decom-'u 1, or, in the more common notation,
We wmh to ~define the btdtmcnasond Join dependency wlXl(tl),X2 (t2) , ..,Xn(tn)](t) which will support such a decomposition. R(zi, ~2, ., Let A(X,,t,) denote the formula z,,) in which e, = z> d A, E X, and z, = I+,, otherwlee, and define A(X,t) similarly Let p, be r,(z,) lf A, E X and Lo, otherwise Define the brdrmensronal join dependency J = hQIX1 (h), X2(k), ,Xn(tn))(t) by the following formula (b,z2, . (Tp, To,. , Tp), we may omit them in the notation III their most general form, bidimensional jom dependencies may be very complex. To Illustrate therr use, we will examine a few particularly important examples 3.1.2 Vertical join dependencies
We may recapture the traditional case of vertical dependencies by mttmg t = 11 = ia = . . = 1s. It is easy to lee by the null subeumptron rules that in this caee the "e)" in the above formula may be replaced with @=V, as is the more standard representation m term of implicational dependencies [figi If we further take t = tr = t2 = . = tk = (To,Tp, .,T,), then we recapture the case of no horrrontal embedding at all The following example expands upon thii caee 3. This formula II not diffemnt than the classical Jam constraint, except that we use nulls m those positrons whrch occur on the left-hand side but not the right Because of null-completion, we are assured of the existence of such nulis However, replacing those nulls with arbitrary umverrally quantified variables would not change the semantics In this case, so thus is exactly a classical Join It ir important to note that some of the mference rules for join dependencies which hold m the traditional setting (\BeVaSl)) do not hold m this nullaugmented one. Hegn84] , we advocated modellmg projective decompoeltlons by utlllrmg built m 'placeholde?' nulls. This type of decomposltlon II also recaptured here Consider the schema R[ABC] m which there are two atomic types 71 identifies the %ormal* domains of all attributes, while 71 1s the placeholder null type, there ilr exactly one constant ~2 of the latter type, which we term the ploccholder null
We wish to recapture the tradltlonal da pendency AB w BC m a placeholder faehion value8 of type 52 are allowed for attributes A and C, but not for B The governing bldlmenslonal Jam dependency is ~[AB(r1,~1,r2),BC(r2,r1,rl)](rl,r1,rl)
Thus, a tuple of the form (a, b, c) 1s m the database if and only If the tuplee (a, 4 m) and (~2~4 ) c are Since ~2 18 the only constant of type 72, It may be unamblguouely replaced with ur2 Notice here that the nulls are epeclfied to be of a different type (L,,) than those based upon the target type 71 Note also that the %" may not be replaced by a '=P aa m the projective jom dependency case The presence of of an AB component unmatched by a BC component 12 repreeented by a tuple of the form (a, b,qp), m thle case (u, b,v,,) will not be in the database 3 1.5 Null limiting constraints
In the traditional case without nulls, the enforcement of a Jam dependency JS sufficient to guarantee a decomposltlon mto independent components However, in our framework this ~8 not the caee The unbridled use of nulla can destroy the integrity of a decomposltlon The con&runts which are necessary to ensure that a decomposition are a generalleatlon (to the typed setting) of the dqunctcue enrtcnce condtratnis of Goldstein [Gold811 For W = (2,~) E U x Simple(T,n) and Y a set of subsets of same, we write NuIIFIII(W + Y) to da note the conetramt which states that whenever a tuple u exists m the database of type 8 with exactly the 2 entrlee nonnull, there exists u, E Y and a tuple t in the database such that t 1s of type u and t < u Define NullSat to be {NullF~ll(W =+ T) 1 T E ObJects(J)} We then have the following Condltlone (1) and (ii) ensure repreeentablbty, while (111) guarantees independence. The latter condltlon haa been termed embeddtng a couer m the caee of projectlons on schemata constramed by functional dependencies [GrYa84] In our example of the decompoeltlon baeed upon w[AB, BC, CD, DE], the dependency w[ABC, CDE], al-though a consequence of w[AB, BC, CD, DE], doee not itself decompose the database. In fact, It ie condition (11) above which is violated If we only project on ABC and CDE, we lose those tuplee with only two components non-null
Simplicity of Decomposition
Given that bldlmeneional join dependenclea generahze ordlnary join dependencies, it is natural to ask d the results on acychc~ty [BFMY83] may be extended to include them The answer 1s generally "yeas for properties which are characterized operationally, such ae the exletence of a full-reducer, a monotone join plans, or semantic equivalence to a set of multwalued dependencies The extension of these results to the graph and hypergraph characterired properties, such as acychc~ty, Join tree characterieatlon, and the hke, IS much more mvolved, and will not be presented here.
Since the definitions here are direct extenalone of those of the clan&al theory (which may be found in [BFMY83] and [I%ue83]), we will not elaborate upon them, but only highhght thoee aspects which indicate how they are extended to the more general framework of this paper 
Definition
Let J = w[X1(t1),X2(t2), ,Xn (tJ](f) be a bldlrectlonal Jam dependency over D (a) A semrlorn program IS defined analogously to that of the traditional case. Namely, it is a seqence of pairs (c) A tree jorn ezprcsscon (or Jotn plan) is a binary tree whose leaves are membfxs of (1, , k} We proceed as above, except that Join8 may be COmpUk?d m any order permitted by the tree The expression is monotone, as above, if each computation yields a view with more tupies than the previous one
We may now state our main structural theorem S.2.3 Theorem -chuacterhtion of simplicity Let J = w[Xl(f1),X2(ta), ..,Xn(tn)](t) 6c a 6cdwectaonul~o~n dependency on D Then the follounng condctgons are cw:ualtnt (1) J has a full reducer.
(II) J has o monotone sequentaalJo:n ezpresston (111) J bus u monotone Jo:n ezpresston.
(IV) J IS remantccally equcvaleni to a set of bcdwectronal multtvalued depcndencses o
Conclusions and Further Directions 4 1 Conclusions
We have presented a the basic features of a multi-layered theory of database schema decomposition. Fit of all, we ldentlfied a general algebraic framework which enabled us to state precisely what is meant by a decomposition of a schema mto mdependent components. Such a formulation 1s particularly Important because. It places definitions of concepts such as view independence on a firm conceptual ground, unbound by the nuances of particular decomposition frameworks.
Our next step was to build upon this general algebraic framework a subframework capable of dealing with an important spectrum of database decomposition modelling JBsues We showed that a type-baaed framework is useful not only m its own right as a modellmg tool for domain objects with structure, but also that a formal theory of null values may be embedded in such a framework, with nulls regarded as speclai types with special properties. In particular, it was shown to be possible to view the database operation of proJection as a special case of restriction Our final step was to investigate decomposition within this framework The notion of a bidimensional join dependency, aliowmg decomposition in both the horizontal and vertical direction and thus generaliring ordinary join dependencies, was formulated. The notion of acychcity for ordinary Join dependencles was also generalised to this framework, although m an operational rather than hypergraph-theoretic form
Further Directions
There are several key directions suggest by our initial investigations First of all, our formulation of bidimensional Join dependencies m general, and vertical join dependencies m particular, was in the presence of null values. While many other researchers have formulated theories of nulls, we know of no other which explicitly investigates the behavior and inference rules of Join dependencies in the presence of nulls Our mltlai investigations show that all of the usual rules of inference for Join dependencies do not hold m the presence of nulls Smce nulls seem to be a necessary entity in Jam decomposltlons, and Join dependencies are ubiqultuous m database decompoeitlon, an investigation into the interaction of nulls and inference rules for join dependencies seems warranted A second route of further investigation is the generabratlon of acyciicity. While it is not difficult to extend the operational equivalents of acychcity to the bidimensionai frame-work (as we have done), the hypergraph-theoretic ones provide more of an obstacle It is not quite clear what IS the meaningful definition of the hypergraph of a bidimenslonal join dependency One avenue posslbiy worth pursumg IS that of transforming a bidimensional join dependency into an ordinary join dependency on a larger schema m such a way that the important properties are preserved A final route of further mvestlgatlon IS the charactenzation of decompositions, both ultimate and otherwise It IS clear that not all interesting decompositions are governed by Join dependencies Indeed, the horirontai Split* decompositions proposed by Smith [Smit78] and utlilred slgmficantly m distributed database technology are quite possible wlthm thb framework. We have not elaborated upon them here because they are, by themselves, rather unmterestmg mathematically. However, a general theory of decomposltlon which admits both bidimensional jom based and such split decompositions ls well worth pursuing In particular, we may ask if these two classes of decompositions are complete in the sense that every schema in a certain class has a canonlcai decomposition into component8 based upon them
